Setup: Open the file index.html from Week5-css.

Exercise 1: Open the Page Properties and, in the Category Appearance, make the page font Verdana, size Medium, black, with yellow background, and no margins. In the Category Headings, make the Heading font Georgia, and make Heading 1 xx-large and cardinal red.

Click OK. Click Code to view the HTML and CSS.

Exercise 2: Create a class called income, and make it a background color of #00ffff. Create a class called expenses, and make it a background color of #ff00ff. Create a class called profit, and make it a background color of #ff0000.

Throughout the document, any text that mentions income, expenses, or profit, attach the appropriate class to that piece of text by clicking on the Style drop-down in the Properties Palette and selecting the appropriate class.

Exercise 3: Change the tag li to have the following properties:
- A display status of inline
- A medium, double-lined, black border
- No list style type

Exercise 4: Add the following properties to the style for li:
- Margin of 5px
- Padding of 10px to the top, 20px to the right, 10px to the bottom, and 20px to the left

Exercise 5: Add an advanced rule of p:first-letter and create the following properties for this rule:
- Font size of 36px
- Font weight of bold

Exercise 6: Change the heading tag style properties so that it is locked down to the lower-right of the screen.

Exercise 7: Change the p:first-letter rule so that content affected by it will float to the left.